


These new shells are 
my legacy to the world 
of competitive rowing

“
“Klaus Filter
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Winning Technology. Winning Performance.
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WinTech Racing understands that no single purchase is more important to a rower or a rowing 
organization than buying a racing shell. WinTech Racing’s mission is to promote the growth of rowing 
by making it easier and more affordable to buy quality shells that improve performance at all levels. Our 
product is designed in Germany, manufactured in China by the world’s largest and most sophisticated boat 
builder and delivered to you with the promise of long-term exceptional service and support.

Our product is designed in Germany, manufactured in 
China by the world’s largest and most sophisticated boat 
builder and delivered to you with the promise of long-term 
exceptional service and support. 

By bringing together the resources of the global marketplace, 
renowned German hull designer Klaus Filter, the Flying Eagle 
Boat Company of China, and a group of business, engineering 
and rowing talents in our global network, WinTech Racing 
has created an international organization dedicated to:
     • Innovation in the manufacture of racing shells
     • Investment in research and development to bring 
          you the latest advances in design and technology 
     • Maintaining the best price-value relationship in the
          marketplace 
     • Providing exceptional service and support through 

          our World Wide distribution network 

 WinTech Racing is your complete rowing resource.
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With representation in every rowing country, the WinTech Racing community continues to grow. There are 
however several key individuals, who have made and continue to make WinTech Racing what it is today.

The WinTech Racing manufacturing facility is located in Hangzhou, in Eastern China. The highly specialized facility, owned 
and operated by the Xiong family, is dedicated to producing water crafts of the highest quality and has grown exponentially 
with the success of WinTech Racing internationally.  

John Xiong : Owner and founder of Flying Eagle Boat Co., who’s desire to 
innovate and help grow the sport through years of supporting FISA’s development 
program has grown WinTech to what it is today.
Howard Winklevoss: WinTech Racing visionary and WinTech USA owner.
Klaus Filter : Designer and rowing pioneer for over 60 years! No Architect’s boats 
have won more gold medals than those of Klaus Filter.
Graeme King : The consummate craftsman still making wooden shells, a 
celebrated hull designer with over 40 years experience in the rowing industry.
David Thomas & Ed Hofmeister : R&D and Engineering, dedicated to 
exceptional design and quality craftsmanship.
Rob Walker : Former Olympian and Australian Managing Director.
Terry O’Neill:  Highly lauded International Coach and rowing authority, Terry 
heads the UK and European Wintech Racing operation.

With generations of experience, the facility continues to 
grow with heavy investment in new technology to ensure 
delivery of the highest quality, rowing products.                

       EXPERTISE: ISO 9001 Certified Manufacturer

      SIZE: 500,000 square feet  

       CAPACITY: Over 2000 shells per year 
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Technology & Design

At WinTech we build our rowing shells with premium materials imported from around the world, with cutting edge Aerospace 
process.  The combination of Decades of experience designing boats and laminates along with advance Computer Aided 
Drafting (CAD) and 3D modeling software. 

Uni-Directional
Carbon 

Woven Carbon

Fiberglass

Nomex Core

Kevlar

High Quality Materials 
The materials used in the construction of our boats are  
the best materials available, imported from leading  
manufactures, including Toray, Dupont, 3M, etc. 

Computer Modeling 
Our engineering team uses the 
latest CAD software to design and 
analyze the hull and cockpit to 
optimize performance, ergonomics 
and aesthetic design.  This same 
process is applied to the design 
and construction of the small parts 
and fittings too.

Pre-preg Construction 
Pre-preg fabrics are created with computerized 
machines which exactly infuse fabric with preset 
amounts of resin, resulting in precise laminations. 
 
Hard Coating Aluminum 
The process of Hard-coating Aluminum (Type 
III Anodization) results in a super hard finish, 
protecting against corrosion and abrasion. 
 
Press Molded Parts 
Made under multiple tons of pressure, these small 
parts are extremely durable, light weight and 
have a durable epoxy finish.

Quality Assurance 
All boats are tested at each stage of production for certain criteria, 
ranging from weight, stiffness and looks, assuring you of a quality 
product from the inside out.  
 
CNC Fabric Cutting and Core Milling 
The materials for the boats are cut with a CNC machine to make 
precision laminates, which are identical from boat to boat.  Core 
materials for our seats are also milled using 3 axis CNC machines.
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Innovation

Ergonomic Seat Top:
Eliminating pressure points that the 
seat creates, which pinch nerves or 
cut off blood flow, allows for a more 
comfortable experience. 

Wider seat track spacing also 
eliminates boat bite and allows for a 
longer leg drive.

Self Bailing / FISA Buoyancy: 
Setting the industry standard for 
safety with the worlds first complete 
line of Self bailing boats, exceeding 
the FISA Buoyancy requirements, 
WinTech proved that you do not 
have to sacrifice performance for 
Safety.

Height Adjustable Seat:
Knowing that every rower is unique 
in their proportions and size, we 
made it more convenient to adapt 
the seat height for a particular rower 
with 3 convenient settings.

Our boats are continually improved, through innovation and response to customer feedback, as well as decades of 
experience from the WinTech design and sales teams.  This synergy creates a better end user experience along with the 
latest innovations for performance, comfort and durability.

Carbon Bow Wing Rigger:
By adding a 5th connection point to 
the boat in WinTech’s Carbon Bow 
Wing Rigger, we have increased 
stiffness by 15% without increasing 
weight.  This eliminates the problem 
of a higher Center of gravity with 
other bow wing rigger boats.
 

Quick Release Wing Rigger:
Designed in response to a need for 
saving space and time rigging, the 
WinTech Quick Release Wing Rigger 
is durable.  

No tools are needed for rigging, 
which literally take seconds to 
accomplish.

Quick-Release Footstretcher:
This system can be adjusted in 
seconds, smoothly and precisely, 
eliminating the frustrations from 
conventional systems.  

Indexed rails allows you to recall 
your exact position and an end stop 
keeps it from falling off the track.
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Boat Construction
 Fully Cored Hulls

Our range-topping FISA minimum weight ‘Medalist’ and ‘International’ hulls are both made using a Nomex Honeycomb 
sandwich construction. In particular the Medalist uses High Modulus Uni-directional High Temperature pre-preg carbon 
fiber, making it one of the most advanced and stiffest boats on the market.

Usage Guide - Sandwich Construction
Sandwich construction boats are usually lighter and stiffer than their single-skin counterparts due to a honeycomb core 
(see diagrams), making them more suited to high performance use. Although still pretty resilient, a very stiff hull of this 
type of construction is a little more susceptible to damage from bangs and knocks. These boats are ideal where speed is 
absolutely of the essence and where crews are competent enough to take care of them.
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Boat Construction
 Single Skin Hulls

The ‘Competitor’ and ‘Club Racer’ hulls are made with a laminated single skin construction and a cored saxboard. All 
boats in the range are heat cured in the mold for additional durability.
 
Usage Guide - Single Skin Laminate Construction
Single-skin construction boats tend to be hard-wearing with a little ‘give’ in the hull which helps absorb the odd knock in 
the boat-shed or while being transported. They are a little heavier (see weight chart on page 15 for comparison), but are 
ideal for novice crews and general club use where the boats are likely to take some general punishment, but still perform 
well enough to win national trophies.
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The Original WinTech by Klaus Filter

Few designers have come close to the success and experience of Naval 
Architect, Klaus Filter.  As a former Chairman of the FISA Materials 
Commission and Director of Research & Development for East German 
Rowing, no Architect’s boats have won more gold medals than those 
designed by Klaus Filter.

Anchored by decades of research with nearly limitless funding, Klaus Filter 
was able to study nearly all of the rowers’ and the boats’ interactions with 
the environment.  Countless gold medals have proved his theories and that 
Klaus Filter designs are the ultimate racing crafts.  Klaus’s designs minimize 
‘wetted surface area’, meaning less drag and more speed.

Always the pioneer, Klaus Filter has elevated shell design and manufacturing 
to a new level.  Using only the most advanced construction techniques and 
materials, Klaus Filter and WinTech Racing have created an enviable synergy 
between award winning design and world class manufacturing. 
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The Bow Wing Advantage:
Specifically designed to efficiently transfer forces in line with the rigger and the direction of travel.  The result is more 
immediate and effective power transfer from your oars towards propulsion.  “C” collar rigger head eliminates torque from 
traditional rigger pins with back-stays, which reduces stress in the system.  The WinTech Bow wings are available in either 
Hard-Coated Aluminum or High-Modulus Carbon Fiber.

New for 2013
Bow Wing 1x & 2x/-

Foil Shaped Wing Cross-section
The foil shape of the wings reduce drag while 
rowing, maintaining hull speed better in 
headwind conditions.

Up-swept Wing Arms
The shape of WinTech’s rigger arms allow for 
ample elbow clearance at the finish.

Center Connection Point 
WinTech Racings unique center connection point 
on the Carbon Bow 1x Wing Rigger increases 
stiffness by 15%!  The central connection 
halves the load on the rigger cross-bar.

Parabolic Carbon Bow Wing 
The parabolic shape of the WinTech Carbon 
Bow Wing Rigger provides strength in the 
form of the rigger by eliminating stress points 
at harsh angle changes.
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Scull ing
 1x, 2x, 4x, 4x+

Designed for Olympic Level competition, these Klaus Filter hulls have set the standard for 
speed. With updated fittings, such as efficient foil shaped fins, press molded seats and 
footbraces and adjustable seat height, the interior equals the performance of the hull.
With 4 sizes of hulls in each discipline as well as 4 grades of construction, WinTech 
Racing has the boat to fit your needs, whether on the Olympic stage or just taking your 
tentative first strokes.

WinTech 1x

WinTech 2x, 2x/-

WinTech 4x, 4x/-

Germany W4x
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Sweep
 2-, 4-, 4+, 8+

WinTech 2-, 2x/-

WinTech 4-, 4x/-, 4+
4+ bow or stern coxed available

WinTech 8+

Designed for Olympic Level competition, these Klaus Filter hulls have set the standard 
for speed. With updated fittings, such as efficient foil shaped integrated fin/rudder, 
press molded seats and footbraces and adjustable seat height, the interior equals the 
performance of the hull. With 4 sizes of hulls in each discipline as well as 4 grades of 
construction and bow or stern coxed 4’s, WinTech Racing has the boat to fit your needs.

USA U23 W8+
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Fittings & Options

Standard Fittings:
- Aluminum Aerofoil Hard-Coated    
     Wing Rigger

- NK HD Wiring Harness and   
     Speakers for cox box
- WinTech Shoes
- Press Molded Carbon Seat Top
- Height Adjustable Seat Riser
- Hard Coated Aluminum Seat Tracks
- Aluminum Shoe Plate
 
 
 
 
 
- Concept 2 Oarlocks
- Integrated Fin  
     & Rudder

Upgrades and Options:
- High Modulus Unidirectional  
     Aerofoil Wing Rigger
 
 
 
 
 
- Outstay Riggers
- Quick-Release Wing Rigger
 

- H2Row or Nike Omada Shoes
 
 
 
 
- Composite Shoe Plate 

- Convertible 4x/- 4+ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WinTech’s convertible 4 has 2 bows, 1 for a 
4x/- and 1 for 4+. Save space and money 
at your club and switch noses in minutes. 
Available for Bow or Stern Coxed. 
- NK Speed Coach Harness
- Aluminum Fin/Rudder
- Additional Sections
- Sculling Upgrade for 4+ or  8+
- Custom Paint Colors
- Water Bottle Holders
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Boat Chart
 Standard WinTech Hulls

Boat Class Hull Size Crew Weight 
Range (Kg)

Medalist 
Weight

International 
Weight

Competitor 
Weight

Club Racer 
Weight Length (mm)

 1x SLW 50-60 14 kg 14 kg 16.5 kg 17.5 kg 6965

LW 60-75 14 kg 14 kg 16.5 kg 17.5 kg 7900

MW 75-85 14 kg 14 kg 16.5 kg 17.5 kg 7905

HW 80-105 14 kg 14 kg 16.5 kg 17.5 kg 8120
2x/- SLW 50-60 27 kg 27 kg 31.5 kg 33 kg 9030

LW 60-80 27 kg 27 kg 31.5 kg 33 kg 9400
MW 80-90 27 kg 27 kg 31.5 kg 33 kg 9575
HW 90-105 27 kg 27 kg 31.5 kg 33 kg 9870

4x/- SLW 55-65 52x/50- kg 52x/50- kg 58.75/56.5 kg 64/61.5 kg 11000
LW 60-80 52x/50- kg 52x/50- kg 58.75/56.5 kg 64/61.5 kg 11820
MW 80-90 52x/50- kg 52x/50- kg 58.75/56.5 kg 64/61.5 kg 12770
HW 90-105 52x/50- kg 52x/50- kg 58.75/56.5 kg 64/61.5 kg 12770

4+ SLW 55-65 51 kg 51 kg 56 kg 61.5 kg 11820
(Bow or Stern Coxed) LW 65-80 51 kg 51 kg 56 kg 61.5 kg 12770

MW 75-90 51 kg 51 kg 56 kg 61.5 kg 12770
HW 90-105 51 kg 51 kg 56 kg 61.5 kg 12770

8+ SLW 60-75 96 kg 96 kg 104.5 kg n/a 16550
LW 70-85 96 kg 96 kg 104.5 kg n/a 17172
MW 80-90 96 kg 96 kg 104.5 kg n/a 17195
HW 90-105 96 kg 96 kg 104.5 kg n/a 17604

SHW 90-110 96 kg 96 kg 104.5 kg n/a 17635

Not included in Minimum Advertised Weight:

NK Wiring Harness / Speakers, Quick Release Rigger Hardware, Water Bottle Holder
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Hull Design

The King Range is an elite series designed by internationally acclaimed hull 
designer, Graeme King.  Setting new benchmarks in stability and hydro-
dynamic efficiency, this highly sought after range is making waves at every 
level, from national teams to school crews.

As a master craftsman in wooden boat construction, Graeme King has 
researched slender hull theory and analyzed the physical interactions 
between the boat and its rowers through various phases of the stroke 
for decades.  Starting in Australia with his first ground breaking designs 
in the 1970’s, Graeme has used this information to refine his designs 
through empirical feedback from each successive boat.  WinTech Racing’s 
partnership with Graeme King has made his designs available in the most 
advanced composite construction.
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Available in the Medalist Construction and outfitted with the light and stiff press 
molded carbon fiber seats and footstretchers, the King 8+ and King 4+ are 
racing machines!  The King Range by WinTech is currently available in the 
SLW 8+, LW 8+, MW 8+ and MW 4+, but with the rampant success, 
we are expanding the range yearly. 

Parallel saxboards make for convenient rigging where 
all riggers and footstretchers are identical, thus 
making all rigging options possible as well     
as keeping spare parts to a minimum.  

Boat Class Hull Size Crew Weight 
Range (Kg)

Boat Weight Length (mm)

King 4+ (Bow Coxed) MW 80-90 51 Kg 12,900
King 8+ SLW 60-70 96 kg 16,930

LW 70-80 96 kg 17,540
MW 80-90 96 kg 17,635

Graeme King Range
 8+, 4+

King 8+

King 4+ USA W8+
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Adaptive Rowing Shells
Paralypmic 1x, 2x, 4+
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A pioneer in the area of adaptive rowing, WinTech Racing is committed to 
the development of adaptive rowing equipment. Designed by Klaus Filter, 
the adaptive range consists of the Explorer 21 single, Explorer 30 double 
scull and coxed four. WinTech also provides a full range of adaptive 
accessories including pontoons, fixed seats and adjustable seat tracks.

Adaptive Rowing 
Boats and Equipment

WinTech Racing has designed a seat to fit and secure rowers with various 
combinations of padded quick release straps for a safe rowing experience.  The same 
seat can be fitted onto an Ergometer for indoor training as well.
WinTech’s superior pontoon design provides extra stability, while ensuring a smooth, 
dry row with minimal drag. An adjustment range of 3-6” accommodates rowers of 
varying weights. Pull-pins allow super quick fitting and adjustment. In addition to their 
adaptive uses, pontoons can be raised clear of the water to act as an emergency back-
up in situations like cold-water rowing, or for instructional purposes in racing boats.

AS1x

Adaptive Seat  
on Erg Rail

GB AS1x
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Youth Training Single
 SLW 1x, Lw 1x

The WinTech Youth Training Single will provide a boat specifically engineered to a kids proportions in length, span and load 
to let them develop the fundamentals of the rowing stroke, balance and movement for a long healthy rowing career.  

Available in 2 sizes:
     SLW 50-60kg & LW 60-75kg
All rigging is proportional for kids
     Oar length    Span

Originally Designed by Klaus Filter in Germany as a durable training boat for young 
rowers, this boat was the foundation for the East German Rowing success.  Scores of 
youth rowers were taught the basics of rowing on a boat proportionally scaled to their size 
with narrower span, shorter slide and shorter sculls with smaller blades.  The net result is that kids 
develop proper rowing technique without injuring their bodies during adolescences, when their bodies 
are vulnerable in periods of high growth. 

Durable Single Skin Fiberglass Laminate
Affordable Construction
Safe sealed deck construction
Additional flotation built into the hull

Boat Class Length (mm) Beam (mm) Capacity (kg)
SLW Youth 1x 6965 420 50-60
LW Youth 1x 7900 382 60-75
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Designed by Klaus Filter as a teaching boat that’s fun to row, it’s also perfect for the recreational rower who wants optimal 
exercise while exploring the natural surroundings on the water. The Explorer is stable, comfortable, strong and sleek. You’ll 
also find the Explorer lighter, quicker and stiffer than traditional recreational boats. The Explorer is at home on quiet lakes 
as well as the ocean and the covered decks provide buoyancy even if swamped. All levels of rowers will enjoy rowing the 
Explorer in all kinds of conditions. Perfect for learn to row programs, family and club use.

Explorer 21 - Comfortable, strong, stable and sleek - wider hull design 
is ideal for family or club use. A great platform for training novices. 

Explorer 24 - This fast running, smooth rowing hull is best suited for 
those who want a bit of stability, but the speed of a racing single.

Explorer 30 - This two-person shell shares attributes with the Explorer 
21. Can be rigged for sculling or sweep rowing.

Explorer Recreational Shells
 E21 1x, E24 1x, E30 2x/-

Boat Class Length (mm) Beam (mm) Capacity
Explorer 21 (1x) 6315 560 110kg
Explorer 24 (1x) 7440 488 110kg
Explorer 30 (2x/-) 9140 590 220kg
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The Odyssey, with its durable Gelcoat finish, is our interpretation of the traditional European Touring boat. Based on our Club 
Racer construction, the Odyssey is designed for longer or overnight excursions on river, lake or coastline.  The Odyssey is 
also a perfect platform for teaching novice crews as well.

The Odyssey’s defined keel enhances tracking, the large rudder increases maneuverability and the v-shaped bow pierces 
waves. Single-skin construction below the water line offers impact resistance and the keel also has a metal strip to protect 
the boat when landing on the shore.

Tour Rowing
Odyssey 4+
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Coastal Rowing
C1x, C4x & C1x/2x

Our Coastal Boats are made to withstand the full force 
of the ocean and bring you back home and safe.  Coast 
rowing adds another dimension to the sport where you 
can confidently feel the power of mother nature!
Compliant with the FISA regulations for Coast Rowing, 
our 1x and 4x Coastal rowing boats have durable hulls 
and gelcoat exterior to take the daily abuse it will see on 
the water.  
Fully self bailing cockpits allow water to simply flow out 
the stern, no matter how large the wave.
In the 4x, pivoting riggers allow for easy storage during 
transportation and a removable rudder makes for safe 
landings in shallow water.
The Coastal 1x is also available in a convertible 1x/2x 
configuration where the boat can be rigged for one or 
two rowers.

Boat Class Length 
(mm)

Beam 
(mm)

Avg Crew 
Weight

C1x & C1x/2x 6000 795 80kg
C4x+ 10700 1364 85kg

Coastal 4x

Coastal 1x
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Oars & Sculls

Sweep & Sculling Oars
WinTech offers a wide range of shafts and blades for you to choose 
from.  From light weight and stiff carbon shafts and blades to full 
fiberglass training oars, all with 10cm adjustable handles.
Shafts Construction:
  90% Carbon Braided 
  90% Carbon 
  60% Carbon 
  40% Carbon 
  100% Fiberglass
Blades Shape:
  Smoothy 2 w/ Vortex Edge
  

  Smoothy 2

  Macon

Blade Finish: 
  Gelcoat  
  Clear Carbon
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Large Launch - 7.3m 
Our highly maneuverable, wake-less launches are perfect for all your 
coaching and regatta needs. The Large launch is designed to carry one to 
four people for regular use and up to 13 people in rescue conditions as a 
floating platform to keep their core out of the water. A Coaching configuration 
comes with two large padded bench seats with ample storage for life-jackets, 
gas tank and battery.  An Umpire configuration comes standard with a single 
large bench and a smaller deck. Walk-on, non-slip pontoons offer easy access 
for “hot-seating” on the water and for coaches adjusting the boat. A 15/20hp 
long-shaft engine gives optimal performance, although the transom can 
handle a 25hp motor if more power is required.

Wake-less Launches
Large Launch, Small Launch and TV Catamaran

Small Launch - 4.9m
The Small launch is designed to hold one or two people for normal operation, 
but can hold an 8+ crew and cox in rescue conditions (below left). This 
launch is steered by its motor, is highly maneuverable and ideal for tight 
docking situations.  A Coaching configuration comes with two padded bench 
seats with ample storage for life-jackets, gas tank and battery.  An Umpire 
configuration comes standard with a single large bench.  The minimum 
required motor size is 5hp, however a 15hp is recommended for optimal 
performance. 

Olympic TV Catamaran
Used at the London Olympics, this 
launch can hold a full camera crew and 
gear to film events.  It provides a dark 
media room and a steering console.

Large Launch - Coaching Version 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Small Launch - Coaching Version
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Accessories
Equipment

Stability Pontoons 
A great coaching tool for  
novice rowers, or a safety  
device for cold water rowing.

Car-top Carrier 
Heavy Duty Aluminum tube frame cradles single sculls 
properly for transportation.  Bars are in 2 sections for 
convenient storage.  Available for 2x/- too.

Bow Numbers 0-9

26

Boat Slings 
Available in Large and Small - Nylon  
Canvass and Collapsible Aluminum Frame.

Stern Flag & Floating Key Chain 
This highly visible flag attaches to your boat during 
transportation.  
The floating key chain is ideal for your launch keys.

Rolling Rack  
Heavy Duty Aluminum tube frame holds up to 10 
unrigged boats, riggers and oars.  Ideal for use with 
quick release riggers to maximize boathouse storage.



Accessories
Tools, Bags &  Clothing

Hats and Head Bands 
Wicking Material or Cotton 
With or Without Mirror

Pitching Tools 
Pitch Meter provides angle measurement as 
well as measuring angle of footboard. Pin 
Leveler fits on pin to pitch pin at O degrees 

Rigging Tool 
Convenient tool is ideal for coxswains, with 
all necessary nut sizes, a screw driver and 
wing-nut wrench. Metric or English sizes.

Covers 
Made from Heavy Duty Nylon or Sunbrella fabric, for boats, oars 
and riggers.  Available in Red or grey, padded or unpadded.  Boat 
closure is velcro and comes with stern flag for safety.

Model Boats 
From 1x to 8+, these scale model boats come fully outfitted, with a 
full set of oars and a varnished wood stand.  Perfect for trophies and 
awards at your local club.

 

 
 

Seat Pads                       Lycra Uni-Suits             Boat Straps
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China | USA | Canada | UK | Germany | France | Italy | Greece | Romania | Australia | New Zealand | Japan | Korea | South America 

Hangzhou Flying Eagle Boat Co., Ltd. 
81 Golf Road, GaoQiao Town, FuYang City, 
ZheJiang Province 311402, P. R. China   
Ph: +86  (571)  6343 1801 
Fax: +86  (571)  6343 6881 
Email: wudi@wudiboat.com  
Website: www.wintechracing.com.cn


